We help sustain healthy communities by ensuring the safety and quality of what people eat and drink by creating sustainable innovative solutions.

These solutions provide measurable results to our business partners through increased shelf life, food safety, operational efficiency and help in building their brands.

To learn more, visit www.sealedair.com
Great tasting coffee is what keeps your customers coming back time after time.

Coffee is one of the most flavorful substances on earth, with more than 800 flavors and aromas.

While everyone's tastes differ... …everyone can agree on one thing: clean

Great coffee starts with a clean machine. Our new Suma Café range helps ensure that your coffee tastes its best.

Recognizing your responsibility to serve the best tasting coffee possible, Diversey, a leader in commercial cleaning, and Urnex, a leader in coffee machine cleaning, have combined forces to develop the new Suma Café line of coffee machine cleaning products. The new Suma Café range has been custom formulated by the teams at Diversey and Urnex to satisfy the broad and demanding spectrum of coffee equipment cleaning needs.

The Suma Café range brings:
• Desired coffee taste through efficient cleaning
• Dedicated solution for every type of machine
• Simplicity and reliability

Desired coffee taste through efficient cleaning

Coffee & espresso brewing process creates oily residues and lime scale deposits, which significantly impacts the flavor profile of your beverages. Suma Café delivers excellent cleaning results on all types of coffee machines. It is proven that proper and regular cleaning of your coffee machine prevents blockage of coffee filters and machine breakdowns. Your maintenance costs of your coffee machine will go down. No clogging or scale build up; Just great coffee!

Dedicated solution for every type of machine

Whichever type of machine you have: Traditional or automatic espresso, drip, filter or vacuum flask, fresh brew or bean to cup vending machine we have a cleaning solution for you. The products in the Suma Café range have been selected carefully to form a comprehensive range that satisfies all cleaning needs. Mini-guides with easy to understand use instructions are available for every type of machine. Also available from Diversey is a range of cleaning products for removing coffee stains and all other soiling from coffee cups, laundry, chairs, carpet and floors. This means you will have one supplier for all your cleaning needs.

Simplicity and reliability

Our combined knowledge of the coffee cleaning industry ensures that the Suma Café offering is simple and reliable. All liquid products come in convenient, easy to handle and easy to dose 1L or 2L bottles. The range also includes tablets which can be portion dosed in an accurate and safe manner. The color coding on the packs allows simple identification of the products. Furthermore phosphate free products made by biodegradable ingredients are included in the Suma Café line with recyclable bottles and cartons ensuring limited impact to the environment. Products from the range have been NSF certified to meet rigorous health and safety standards as well as Kosher and Halal certified to meet your customer’s requirements.

Urnex Brands, Inc. has been manufacturing specialty cleaning products for coffee and espresso equipment since 1936. Today, the Urnex® Brand portfolio of powder, liquid, and tablet products are available in over 70 countries around the world. While all products are manufactured under strict technical supervision in New York, the company utilizes distribution centers in Hong Kong and Holland to fulfill global demand. Urnex is pleased to offer NSF, Organic, Kosher, Halal and many other certifications on its broad range of product innovations. Urnex Brand products are also recognized as the Official Cleaning Products of all World Coffee Events including the World Barista Championships.

For more information about Urnex Brands, Inc. please visit: www.urnex.com

Get Suma Café... and your customers will remember the coffee you served them.

Because finally the only thing that matters is... clean

To learn more visit www.diversey.com